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Not much has remained of this image 

today. The authors of the “chemical 

logistics“ study commissioned by the 

Federal logistics association agree that 

logistics – in particular for the chemical 

and petrochemical industry – have be-

come a crucial success factor. The closer 

and more intertwined the cooperation 

between manufacturers and logistics 

providers, the more successful a compa-

ny is able to position itself in the market. 

Many of our customers already live 

by this conviction. They entrust us with preparing and carrying out 

tender processes, assigning the planning and construction of logistics 

facilities to us or involving us in their supply chain strategies from the 

outset. We are presenting some of these projects in this issue of blue 

scope, such as the story of iMcD, who run a laboratory and training 

centre at our site in Hürth. 

We also show that we are willing to roll up our sleeves and pro-

vide hands-on support when needed: at a new logistics facility in 

antwerp, which is currently being built for our customer laNXess. 

see the silos being erected in the impressive pictures on page 13.

When my grandfather, alfred Talke, founded the company in 1947, the classic 
freight forwarder‘s business was about the transportation of goods. The job of a 
truck driver had a romantic air, as was reflected in the 1970s German Tv series  
“auf achse“ (“On the road“). Manfred Krug played the rough-and-ready trucker, 

mainly driving the Germany-iran route – some of our German readers  
may remember this.

eDiTOrial

 Dear Reader, 
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We also regard our employees as a crucial success factor. as inter-

national specialised logistics expert for the chemical and petrochemi-

cal industry, having qualified employees is a top priority for us. That is 

why we have decided to train young staff members ourselves. Find out 

more about our training scheme from page 24 onwards.  

We hope that the topics we have selected provoke some interesting 

ideas for you. if there is something you would like to read about in 

blue scope, do let us know! The team behind blue scope are always 

pleased to answer your questions and hear your ideas and constructive 

criticism.

Have fun reading!

Yours, 

alfred Talke

Group Managing Director

alFreD TalKe logistic services
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sAuDi ArABiA 

iBn-zAhr new LoGisTiCs CusTomer in sAuDi ArABiA 

QATAr

nexT LoGisTiCs fACiLiTy for QApCo  
in mesAeeD now operATionAL 

we have been able to win the saudi Ara-

bian polypropylene manufacturer ibn-zahr 

as new logistics customer on the Arabian 

Gulf. we have operated the company’s 

logistics facilities in Al-Jubail since the be-

ginning of July 2013 and are also in charge 

of maintenance on the facilities.

 among other services, the cooperation 

covers the filling of 1.15 million metric 

tons of polypropylene pellets per year into 

silo trucks, containers, or 25 kg bags, 

which are then packed onto pallets for 

shipment. The initial term of the contract 

is five years.

The facility had previously been operat-

ed by a competitor. in the course of taking 

over from them, we also made process 

and technical improvements. an internal 

project group had taken care of these 

tasks on site. since 1st July, 140 qualified 

members of staff have been working in 

the facility.

ibn-Zahr is a joint venture of the saudi 

arabian petrochemical company sabic, 

which holds an 80 percent majority share. 

The other shareholders, ecofuel-italy and 

arab Petroleum investment corporation, 

each hold a 10 percent share in ibn-Zahr.

in total, we now conduct logistics ser-

vices for about 10 million metric tons of 

plastics a year in the Middle east, about 

8 million tons of which in saudi arabia 

alone.

in time for the start of the new year, we began providing logistics services for plastics 

manufacturer Qapco at the new LDpe 3 production plant mesaieed in Qatar at the beginning 

of 2013.

Our service portfolio presently covers the filling of 300,000 tons of polyethylene pellets per 

year into bags or containers and loading them for shipment. On top of that, we are in charge of 

intracompany transports and maintenance of the logistics buildings and facilities. 

The lDPe 3 plant is the third one of its kind that qapco operates on its premises in Mesaieed. 

Together with the other plants, the annual production capacity of the complex is 1.15 million 

metric tons, making it the world’s largest single polyethylene manufacturing site in terms of 

annual volume. 
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New LDPE 3 production plant of Qapco in 

Qatar: Since the beginning of 2013 TALKE is 

providing logistic services.



CorporATe iso

shAnGhAi oBTAins iso 9001:2008 
CerTifiCATion

miCrosofT LynC

more Time  
ThAnKs To  
virTuAL  
meeTinGsThe corporate isO project is making good  

progress: shanghai was the next location to obtain  

eN isO 9001:2008 certification in March 2013. The 

quality standard focusses on our quality management 

system and whether our processes are adequate to 

provide customers with products and services that fully 

satisfy their requirements and comply with all regulato-

ry regulations.

certification is becoming an ever more important 

factor in china: by the end of 2011, 328,213 isO 9001 

certificates had been awarded in the “Middle Kingdom”, making it the country with the 

largest number of isO certificates. 

 

all TalKe certificates can be found on our website at www.talke.com.

fast, flexible, and with a clear focus on 

solutions – that’s what our customers ap-

preciate about cooperating with TALKe. The 

introduction of microsoft Lync will now help 

us speed up processes even more. 

The iT solution for virtual meetings is an 

easy way for up to 250 participants to link 

up to a video conference, view presentations 

or look at contract drafts and discuss them 

via their Pc, laptop, tablet computer or 

smartphone.

“introducing lync gives us ultimate 

flexibility,” says Frank Fuss, Head of iT. 

“Meetings with three, four or five participants 

can be called at short notice even if the col-

leagues are located in offices in saudi arabia, 

china and Germany. Or even when they are 

out of office, working on new projects with 

customers on site.”

The introduction of Microsoft lync is ongo-

ing as part of the switch to Microsoft.

The new export logistics centre for sabic, named portside Logistics facility (pLf), 

went into operation in september. we were awarded the contract as operator of portside 

Logistics facility by the plastics manufacturer mid June. 

The contract has an initial term of five years and covers the handling of polymer pellets 

as well as service and maintenance of the logistics facilities. 
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exporT

new exporT LoGisTiCs CenTre  
for sABiC
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close cooperation 
for shared growth
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special chemicals and food additives 

are iMcD’s business. it is one of the 

market leaders in the sale, marketing and 

distribution of special chemicals produced 

by large international manufacturers. The 

company is based in the Dutch city of rot-

terdam. in Germany, it runs a sales office 

in Hamburg, a laboratory in Hürth near 

cologne and has its German head office 

in cologne. around the globe, the iMcD 

group reaches an annual sales volume of 

about 1.4 billion euros. 

iMcD’s success story is no coincidence: 

an extraordinarily strong customer focus 

and expert advice that goes far beyond 

mere sales are integral parts of the 

company’s philosophy. For instance, iMcD 

supports its customers in the fine-tuning 

of formulations or production processes to 

suit the application of the finished product. 

To be able to provide this advice, the iMcD 

Group runs a number of laboratories 

serving the different sections of its product 

portfolio all over the world: the company 

operates three laboratories in europe and 

one each in south africa, australia and 

south east asia for its personal care unit, 

The fact that logistics service providers do a lot more 
than just transport products and materials from a to b 
is something that iMcD Deutschland experiences  
every day with the TalKe Group. located in Hürth near  
cologne, both companies have grown alongside each 
other – because, among other reasons, they complement 
each other in so many ways.

The technical 

centre of IMCD in 

hürth supports 

custumers e.g. in 

the fine-tuning of 

formulations.
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the food and nutrition section is served 

by three european laboratories and one 

in australia, and the laboratory in Hürth 

serves the industrial coatings, application 

engineering and food and pharmaceuticals 

sections. in its function as a pharmaceu-

ticals laboratory, the Hürth laboratory is 

unique within the group.  

in terms of product diversity, the iMcD 

Group offers its customers a wider range 

than any single manufacturer could do 

thanks to its cooperation with many differ-

ent international producers. The Group’s 

internationality is another plus: over 1,250 

experts work for iMcD in 39 countries in 

europe, africa, asia and australia. cus-

tomers benefit both from the group’s firm 

hold in local markets and its strong inter-

national network. in combination with its 

sales force’s technical know-how and clear 

focus on solutions, the company has posi-

tioned itself as a top-performing industry 

expert and partner for its customers. The 

iMcD Group places a special emphasis on 

technical consultancy.   

iMcD and TalKe have been working 

together for about 30 years and have 

continuously expanded their cooperation. 

it all began on the premises of the TalKe 

head office in Hürth, when iMcD set up its 

own laboratory for quality assurance and 

a sample warehouse, from which sam-

ples are still sent out to customers from 

all over the world today. later, additional 

facilities for the coatings and pharma-

ceuticals sections were added. TalKe, 

the logistics service provider, still stores 

a large part of the chemicals sent out to 

iMcD customers across europe at its loca-

tion just south of cologne. it also offers a 

special service for the roughly 1,200 ibcs 

owned by iMcD: they are filled, cleaned, 

serviced and regularly inspected in Hürth.  

The many years of close cooperation 

between iMcD and TalKe in Hürth has 

MarKeTs / iNDusTrYBLUE SCOPE

From its base in hürth, IMCD sends samples to customers all over the world.

The special laboratory in the field of pharmaceuticals is unique within the IMCD group. Apart 

from fine-tuning formulations for applications and production processes, the company runs an 

international training centre for its sales staff.

“Here in Hürth, we assist our clients 
with short-term projects relating to 

viscosity, shininess, etc.” 
Michael Pätzold 

quality Manager iMcD
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provided valuable impulses for the develop-

ment of new services – partially because the 

logistics facilities and infrastructure were 

so closely located to the distributor’s special 

laboratories. iMcD offers a large variety of 

services, such as the exchange of additives 

in the course of customer projects. 

“We assist our clients here in Hürth with 

short-term projects on the viscosity, du-

rability, shine etc. of materials for manual 

application,” Michael Pätzold explains. The 

quality manager has worked for iMcD for 

20 years, and Hürth was where he started 

his job. since he began working for the 

company, the size of its office, sample 

warehouse and laboratory space has more 

than doubled from 250 square metres 

originally to 540 square metres today. 

since 2013, there has been another 

feature at the Hürth site: with TalKe’s 

support, iMcD has added a pharmaceuti-

cal training centre to its on-site facilities. 

Field staff from all over the world are 

trained in customer-specific issues here. 

in small groups of four, sales employees 

attend a two-day training course to gain 

specific knowledge in the field of human 

pharmaceuticals production, such as for-

mulation and compression, under realistic 

laboratory and production conditions. 

Young trainees also learn about these 

matters during their time in Hürth. 

apart from the courses, which take 

place every two weeks, tests on the 

specific flow and compression proper-

ties of substances are conducted at the 

pharmaceuticals training centre. “One of 

the things we assess at the centre inde-

pendently of the manufacturers is which 

filler substances for tablets are suitable 

for which application, or which filler 

substances are suitable for which active 

substances and how they can be com-

bined,” pharmacologist anita vasilevska 

explains. a substance’s solubility in water 

or gastric acids is another feature that is 

tested independently of the manufacturer. 

by combining a laboratory and training 

centre, the location fulfils a unique func-

tion for the whole iMcD Group, Pätzold 

emphasises. “after two days of training, 

participants can provide their customers 

with advice that is more hands-on than 

before,” Pätzold summarises the training 

experience. “seeing how things work in 

practice helps gain a deeper understand-

ing of the customer’s requirements and 

recommend the ideal components for their 

individual needs.”

“The opening of the training centre in 

Hürth has been a highlight for us, too,” 

says christoph Grunert, Director of logis-

tics in europe, who has worked with iMcD 

for many years. “The partnership with 

iMcD is a great example for how compa-

nies can grow together. The continuous 

expansion of capacities and the close links 

between our companies here at the site 

in Hürth have proved how valuable the 

cooperation has been for all of us. both 

iMcD and we at TalKe benefit from the 

short communication paths and a better 

understanding of each other’s processes.”

MarKeTs / iNDusTrY BLUE SCOPE

“Due to our close 
links, we profit from 

short lines of  
communication and  

a better  
understanding of each 

other’s business  
processes.” 

christoph Grunert 
Director logistics europe TalKe
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Peter viebig explained to attendees what optimisation 

potential specialist logistics companies like TalKe can of-

fer the chemical industry, and underlined what opportuni-

ties are available to those who work together. cooperation 

can be enhanced by means of an interactive knowledge 

exchange between the industry and logistics service pro-

viders – through the shared use of iT systems or the hiring 

of a specialist company for logistics planning, for example.

Meanwhile, richard Heath participated in a panel dis-

cussion on the basic conditions and approaches required 

for successful staff training and development in the 

arabian Gulf region. speaking from his own experience, 

Heath asserted that young people often show a far greater 

interest in working for multinational petrochemical com-

panies than for logistics service providers. He claimed that 

it is therefore essential to highlight the numerous exciting 

lines of work and growth prospects offered by international 

logistics companies.

MarKeTs / iNDusTrYBLUE SCOPE

Over 300 participants responded to the invitation of the Gulf Petrochemicals and chemicals 
association (GPca) to discuss current developments and challenges in transport and logistics in 
Dubai from 13th to 15th May. Peter viebig, Director of Transport, and richard Heath, Director for 

the Middle east & asia, represented TalKe as speakers.

Supply chain know-how for the Arabian Peninsula: Director Middle 

East & Asia Richard heath (top, right) as well as (bottom, right, from 

left to right) Babar Ahmad, S.A. TALKE, Ali Al-Jabri, Aljabr-TALKE 

Oman and Yves Bekkers, TALKE Regional Office, at the 5th GPCA 

Supply Chain Conference in the middle of May in Dubai.

Industry meet-up in Dubai    
5th GPCA Supply Chain Conference 
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we have now reached halfway in the construction of the logistics plant 

for LAnxess’ new polyamide-6 production facility in Antwerp – an impres-

sive structure featuring six storage silos expected to hold an annual 90,000 

tonnes of polyamide-6 granulate prior to further transport. 

They were erected on the morning of 22nd april under the watchful eye of 

TalKe project manager rudi verbeiren.

The new manufacturing plant is a central pillar of laNXess’ high-tech plas-

tics production line. TalKe was charged with the construction and operation of 

the plant, meaning that we will not only be responsible for packaging, storage, 

shipping and maintenance, but also container transport to and from the port, 

as well as the required customs formalities.

New silos for  
laNXess  
antwerp

1  Antwerp, April 22, 2013 at 7.00 am. The weather  

is cool and hazy, but the wind is still – good conditions 

for erecting a silo. 2  Following intense preparations, the 

first silo is placed into the substructure. A lack of wind is 

one of the most important prerequisites for this type of 

work 3  Safety is the top priority here as well. Each silo 

is lifted very slowly with the help of two cranes to pre-

vent the multi-tonne aluminium cylinder from rocking. 

 4  Additional silos are brought in from a storage area 

somewhat farther away. The area adjoining the construc-

tion site did not have enough space to store all six silos.

5  Finished: After about nine hours of work, project 

manager Rudi Verbeiren (right) and his assistent 

are happy after the safe and problem-free erection 

of the six silos for Lanxess. 

1 2

3

4

The silos

 each silo weighs in at 11 tonnes when empty and stands 30.5 metres tall.  

 The facility itself stands at a height of 41.5 metres. The silo wall  

 measures 13 mm in diameter at its thickest point at the base, and 5 mm  

 at its thinnest point at the uppermost ring. up to the erection of the silos,  

 the project consumed approximately 5,125 man hours and around 100  

 tonnes of steel. 
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Gaziantep in southern Anatolia is an an-

cient city along the silk route, which was al-

ready bustling with life in the middle Ages. 

merchants on their way to or from syria 

would rest here, buy and sell goods, and 

turned the town into a trading centre. And 

trade is still alive and strong here today. 

However, Turkey’s sixth-largest city owes 

its significance to something else: Gaziantep 

is one of the country’s most important indus-

trial cities. cimko, one of the largest building 

materials and cement manufacturers in 

Turkey, is located in Gaziantep. The city is 

leading in many areas of the Turkish textile, 

food and chemical industries. 

Gaziantep is famous, among other things, 

for carpet making. eighty percent of exported 

carpets come from the ancient town on the 

silk route, as erdal ata, the governor of 

Gaziantep, said in his opening speech for 

the most important carpet trade fair in the 

Middle east, held in Gaziantep in 2012. 

The development of the city, which is one of 

the country’s rapidly growing and expanding 

business hubs, is exemplary for the changes 

in Turkish industry. Gaziantep is a reflection of 

the country’s potential for growth, and for that 

of the chemical and petrochemical industries. 

Growing incomes strengthen demand

For a long time, the image of the Turkish 

economy has been changing. economists 

speak of Turkey as the new economic power-

house between europe, asia and africa. The 

economic boom of recent years and the rising 

incomes that went along with it contributed to 

this development. The benefits have been felt 

by the building industry and rising demand 

for beauty and cosmetic products. The higher 

standard of living has also increased demand 

for detergents, paints and other products that 

depend on the chemical industry. 

 THe cHeMical  
 iNDusTrY iN TurKeY 

 

Turkey’s chemical industry consists of 

a small number of large companies 

and a large number of small and 

medium-sized companies. 

Over 4,286 companies in the Turkish 

chemical industry employ about 

77,320 people (figures from 2012).

TalKe has been active in Turkey for 

many years, for instance with  

transport services for isocyanates.

 

TurKeY  
The outlook for the 

 chemical industry is good 
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The growing demand has also had a posi-

tive effect on the market for plastic products. 

according to the association of plastics man-

ufacturers PaDGer, over 7.3 million metric 

tons were produced in 2012 – 8.5 percent 

more than the year before. Plastic packag-

ing, of which 2.9 million tons were produced, 

accounted for 37 percent of the total value of 

production. The Turkish economy, however, 

is highly dependent on imported petrochem-

ical raw materials: about 87 percent of the 

base materials used by the manufacturing 

industry need to be imported. Germany, the 

us, saudi arabia, qatar and the united arab 

emirates are the most important supplier 

countries. 

imported materials include plastic pellets, 

such as polypropylene. This plastic is used, 

for instance, in carpet production, but it is 

also used for cups, bottle tops etc. Polypro-

pylene is imported from saudi arabia, among 

others, where TalKe packs, stores and 

prepares it for its journey to Turkey. 

bright prospects expected for the future

While the rapid growth of the Turkish 

economy has slowed down recently, it re-

mains an attractive market 

for the chemical industry. 

The “strategic Docu-

ment for the chemical 

industry” and the related 

“action Plan”, which were 

presented by the Turkish 

government at the end of 

2012, have contributed to 

this. The plan envisions 

specific measures to be 

implemented by 2016. its 

goal is to promote value 

creation inside Turkey in 

order to balance out the effect of the high 

rate of imports in the chemical industry. 

The cukurova region in the south of the 

country, for example, is to be developed into 

a chemical industry hub. special zones for 

the chemical industry are to be created in 

aliaga, ceyhan and Yumurtalik. but cities 

such as Marmara, istanbul, Kocaeli, sakarya 

and izmir also play an important role thanks 

to their locations. in Marmara, for instance, 

the shortest land connection between europe 

and asia intersects the sea link between the 

black sea and Mediterranean sea. 

christoph Grunert, Director of logistics 

in europe, is convinced that “The chemi-

cal industry will continue to benefit from 

the rising demand in Turkey.  in future, the 

supply of raw materials will become a more 

important factor. What is needed here are 

supply and transport concepts that ensure 

a reliable supply of materials to production 

sites. logistics companies with activities 

in Turkey and the exporting countries are 

ideal partners for this. They can manage the 

supply chain on behalf of the companies and 

also take care of customs clearance matters 

for their customers.”

“The chemical industry will  
continue	to	benefit	from	the	rising	

demand in Turkey.”
Christoph Grunert  

Director Logistics Europe
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a NeW JOiNT veNTure  
iN Dubai

Launched in may of this year, rsA-TALKe is a new joint venture  

between the TALKe Group and rsA Logistics, a provider of transport  

and logistics services based in Dubai. each of the partners holds  

a 50% stake in the company.

We want to give customers in the Gulf region’s important Dubai hub access 

to safe, high-powered logistics solutions for hazardous and non-hazardous 

materials. “The manufacture, import and export of specialty chemicals are 

gaining in importance here in the Gulf region,” remarks richard Heath, the 

TalKe Group’s Director Middle east & asia, and Director of rsa-TalKe.  

“We are delighted to have found a strong business partner in rsa logistics, 

who share our commitment to quality and safety.”
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“This development will enable us to 

support our customers by providing added 

capacity for safe, high-quality logistics ser-

vices,” adds abhishek ajay shah, Director of 

Operations & business Development at rsa, 

and Director of rsa-TalKe.

rsa logistics was established in 2007 

and is now a major player mainly in the 

united arab emirates as well as in Kenya. 

The company offers a range of services, in-

cluding contract and project logistics, freight 

forwarding, supply chain management and 

distribution, to customers in the chemical 

and automotive industries, as well as to the 

oil and gas sector. all of rsa’s facilities are 

isO certified and have been awarded five 

stars by the Dubai Multi commodities centre 

authority (DMcc).

rsa was the first logistics company to be-

gin operating at Dubai World central in 2009. 

The development will also be home to the 

first rsa-TalKe special warehousing facility, 

which is currently being built at the site to 

international safety and quality standards 

and will offer more than 19,000 pallet spaces 

on completion. Dubai World central provides 

direct connections not only to regional and 

international road and sea routes, but also 

to al Maktoum international airport. The 

site is expected to be operational by the first 

quarter of 2014.

Dubai world Central
Adding a new dimension to  
this international airport and  
multifunctional logistics facility

When complete, the Dubai World central develop-

ment will extend over an area of 140 km² in the desert 

region south of the Jebel ali free trade zone. alongside 

its own DWc airport, the site boasts satellite logistics 

facilities (Dubai logistics city, 25 km²), an aviation 

research and development centre, aviation and busi-

ness infrastructure and on-site aviation service and 

maintenance companies, as well as several residential 

areas and an all-inclusive commercial city expected to 

feature up to 800 high-rise buildings. 

The site will also be home to two separate projects: 

the Humanitarian city and the new Dubai exhibi-

tion Grounds. The enormous Dubai logistics city’s 

integrated airport, seaport and general production and 

logistics facilities are attracting a great deal of atten-

tion in the industry. located within a free trade zone, 

the site will make it possible to use multimodal air-sea 

transportation to shift larger volumes of high-grade 

product – from asia to europe and North america, 

for instance – within a highly competitive time frame. 

(source: Wikipedia)

A new chemical logistics joint venture in Dubai: in 

line with the very latest industry standards, TALKE is 

building a speciality chemicals warehousing facility 

with 19,000 pallet spaces which it will operate togeth-

er with RSA.

Impressive even in the initial planning phase: the Dubai World Central international airport and multifunc-

tional logistics facility in the United Arab Emirates.
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Loading sulphur  
 in Cologne-niehl

“The plant was inactive for a while, because the manufacturer’s 

facilities were shut down,” remembers Jean-Luc Triebler, the TALKe 

Group’s site manager in niehl. The facility underwent renovation 

work shortly afterwards and is now used for the loading of liquid 

sulphur from tankers onto ships.

This task presents us with a unique challenge; the sulphur has 

to be transported at a temperature of 135°c, since it will solidify if 

it cools down. liquid sulphur is loaded onto vessels using a special 

pipeline bridge. During loading, the sulphur tanker is connected to 

the insulated and heated bridge by a hose, and is parked in a basin 

throughout the process to ensure that in the event of a malfunction 

any leaking sulphur is contained. The product is then transferred via 

the pipeline bridge into the ship’s insulated and heated storage tank. 

This ensures that the chemical element stays in liquid form during 

shipping to Duisburg.

sulphur can only be handled subject to strict controls. both the ship’s 

captain and the tanker driver must observe the process as it happens 

and each of them has the power to halt loading if necessary. “sulphur 

is not a water pollutant,” Triebler points out, “but extreme caution is 

required at all times due to the temperature of the product.” With this in 

mind, every technical safety measure possible has been adopted at the 

site. in addition, both the tanker driver and the ship’s captain wear the 

appropriate personal protective equipment at all times.

“approximately 1,000 tonnes of sulphur are loaded in this way,” 

states Triebler. “One ship can hold around 40 tanker-loads of prod-

uct, and it takes about 36 hours, from the first tanker-load to the last, 

before the ship’s captain is able to set sail.”

The ship’s destination is the not-too-distant inland port of Duis-

burg, around 100 km away. There, the liquid sulphur will be unloaded 

from the vessel by the consignee. “The consignee does not have the 

necessary equipment to unload the sulphur directly from our tankers,” 

explains Triebler. “With our sulphur loading plant, we are quite literally 

helping to bridge this gap!”

Dock 4, cologne 
Niehl: every six 

months, this harbour 
becomes even busier 
than usual. several 
tankers loaded with 
liquid sulphur are 

heading towards the 
quay wall. Their  

destination is a plant 
that was custom-built 

in the early 1990s 
for the loading of 

phosphoric acid from 
tankers onto vessels 

on the rhine. 

Special  

connections, a 

heated pipeline 

bridge and very 

thick steel flex 

lines ensure the  

secure loading of 

the liquid sulphur.
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New employees 
at TALKE

 Christian hartmann (28)  has headed 

up our ludwigshafen site since the end of 

2012. He has wide-ranging responsibilities 

in this new role, from customer acquisitions 

and customer care to security, maintenance 

and quality management. Together with 

our Hürth business units, the site manager 

works to make smooth operations, safe 

working conditions and happy customers an 

everyday reality for TalKe.

 emilia poljakov  was appointed to the 

position of Dangerous Goods Manager at 

TalKe at the beginning of November 2012. in 

this role, she hopes to strengthen cooper-

ation throughout the company, particularly 

between operatives. Her other goals include 

harmonising TalKe’s business processes 

and boosting the global visibility of hazardous 

goods legislation, which is evolving constantly.

since the beginning of March,  Joram 

rosenthal  has been helping TalKe to 

develop a central purchasing division to 

supplement our existing technical procure-

ment team. The 48-year-old wholesale and 

international trade specialist brings to the 

job 26 years of experience in international 

procurement for large sMes – including a 

stint as head of logistics, process manage-

ment and procurement at ara shoes aG.

A new ADDiTion

second vacuum silo truck

new GuiDeLine prinCipLes

Guiding principles updated

Losses caused when bulk or spillage 

goods get mixed up are annoying. 

so are accidents or disruptions that make 

it necessary to remove bulk solids, such as 

pellets, powders or other dry bulk goods, 

from a silo at short notice when the regular 

discharge possibility cannot be used. in such 

cases, a vacuum silo truck is the solution. 

new international locations and the 

expansion of our range of services have 

characterised TALKe Group’s development 

in recent years. 

in view of these changes, we have now 

also adapted our Guiding Principles, the 

standards that guide our actions both inter-

nally and externally. The Principles were fully 

reviewed and have been re-issued, and are 

binding for every employee. 

We are happy to provide a copy to anyone 

who is interested – just send us an email to 

bluescope@talke.com.

The advantage: the vacuumed material can 

be filled into a storage silo, where it can be 

reprocessed if required and continue to be 

used. TalKe now has a second vacuum silo 

trailer that it can employ in such cases. its 

maximum load is 60 cubic metres and is 

available for use across europe.



The schwarzheide site is part of the 

Westlausitz regional growth centre (rWc) 

and is one of 15 brandenburg regions in 

which specific industries are promoted. 

in schwarzheide, the city’s plastics and 

chemicals industries (among other things) 

were seen to have potential, leading to 

the establishment of a high-performance 

product, logistics and energy network in the 

area. Thanks to the network’s shared use 

of infrastructure and logistic solutions, its 

active knowledge exchange platform and 

its uniformly regulated supply and waste 

disposal processes, the site is one with broad 

appeal and has attracted a number of other 

manufacturers. service providers like TalKe 

have also set up shop there.

basF has been based in schwarzheide 

since around the fall of the berlin wall, and 

TalKe has been at the chemical company’s 

side – providing tank transportation, ware-

housing and handling solutions – from the 

very beginning. in 1998, the specialist logis-

tics company began operating a styrodur and 

thermoplastics warehouse and a plastics 

packaging plant at the schwarzheide-süd 

industrial estate. The cooperation between 

the two companies was reinforced with the 

opening of a new TalKe logistics centre 

on basF’s premises in 2005. This facility is 

operated as an ‘open logistics centre’ which 

also serves other companies besides basF 

on request.

first-class safety features

With comprehensive quality and safety 

infrastructure, the logistics centre features 

sealed floors suitable for the storage of solid 

and liquid products up to water hazard  

class 3, and is licensed in accordance with 

the German Federal emissions control 

act for the storage of toxic and flamma-

ble materials. smoke and heat exhaust 

ventilation systems, gas alarm systems, dry 

fire suppression systems, fire-fighting water 

supply systems, fire alarm systems and a 

TalKeBLUE SCOPE

schwarzheide is a city  
in the Oberspreewald- 
lausitz district, around  
50 km north of Dresden. 
since 1990, basF has  
operated around 20 plants 
here at its 290-hectare 
premises. This makes the 
chemical company both the 
largest industrial enterprise 
based locally and the biggest 
employer in the region.

An ever-closer partnership   

  in schwarzheide
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centralised warning and information system 

enable us to comply with the very strictest 

industrial safety requirements. The logistics 

centre is also licensed to handle all of the 

aDr classes typically found in the chemicals 

industry, and provision is made at the facility 

for the storage of polyurethane basic prod-

ucts and systems, pesticides, water-based 

varnishes and coatings, technical plastics, 

foams, dispersions and laromer brands.

Due to increasing demand, further 

investments to the tune of two million euros 

were made in 2013 to boost the site’s existing 

storage capacity for hazardous materials to 

11,500 tonnes. Furthermore, the site boasts 

a special cold storage facility for highly 

sensitive materials, which has been used 

since summer 2013 to house the tempera-

ture-sensitive preliminary products used by 

basF to manufacture the pesticide strobi-

lurin.

Thanks to its recent upgrades, the 

schwarzheide site is now home to a 48,000 

m2 logistics facility featuring a 22,150 m2 

covered storage area and a 6,000 m2 bonded 

warehouse. in addition, 20,000 pallet spaces 

are now available at the facility. in total,  

TalKe employs 31 people at basF’s premis-

es and its own schwarzheide-süd site.

BLUE SCOPE

schwarzheide i  
BASF site – 
2013 plant upgrades 
 

•   creation of approx. 2,000 new pallet spaces over an area of 1,950 m² 

•   1,200 m² for the storage of highly flammable liquids (conversion  
of existing warehouses)

•   1,125 m² for the storage of toxic and highly toxic materials and preparations

•   675 m² for the storage of oxidising materials and preparations 

•   150 m² for the storage of explosive substances and preparations;  
cold storage facilities

•   5 x 40-foot refrigerated containers for the storage of abrasives 

•   extension of warehouse area G 331 for the storage of highly flammable liquids

•   150 m² cold storage facility for up to 15 tonnes of explosive substances (G 339)

•  extension of the office and administrative staff buildings (G 369)

•   1,125 m² for the storage of toxic and highly toxic materials and  
preparations (G 335.1)

•  675 m² for the storage of oxidising materials and preparations (G 335.2)

TalKe



we have invested 250,000 euros in the 

successful expansion of capacities at our 

container terminal in hürth. we extended 

both the range of materials accepted for 

storage and the area used for the interim 

storage of temperature-controlled special-

ty chemicals. 

We also took advantage of the construction 

works to introduce additional safety meas-

ures. “Our goal is to identify any potential 

risks in advance and minimise them as far as 

possible,” says technical manager andreas 

Kabus. “at the same time, we want to be as 

thoroughly prepared as possible for potential 

incident scenarios so that we can take im-

mediate action. so we grasped the opportu-

nity and adapted our safety concept to make 

use of the options offered by state-of-the-art 

technology”.

One of our new safety measures is a waste 

water analysis system that was specially 

developed for the local circumstances. it 

detects leakages in containers immediately, 

is permanently online and triggers an alarm 

in case of irregularities. video surveillance, 

enhanced extinguishing systems and 24/7 

plant security services add to the close sur-

veillance of the terminal. The alarm systems 

are directly linked to the local fire brigade’s 

fire protection control centre. 

“We see the container terminal in Hürth as 

a location with a bright future,” says armin 

Talke Jr., project manager at TalKe. “That 

is why we had already designed the terminal 

for the storage and handling of a broad range 

of dangerous goods when planning it in 2008. 

The growing demand for storage capacities 

goes to show that our assumptions were 

right.”

“We see the container terminal in Hürth 
as a location with a bright future”

Armin Talke jr. 
Project Manager  

Container terminal  
in Hürth expanded

BLUE SCOPE TalKe

The water analysis  

system specially  

developed for the  

terminal is permanently 

online. it detects leakages 

in containers immediately 

and triggers an alarm in 

case of irregularities.22
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in the immediate vicinity of the terminal, on TALKe Group‘s prem-

ises, things are looking a bit brighter (for the moment): only 250 me-

tres away from Deutsche Bahn‘s main route, we offer handling and 

shunting services, a range of logistics services, use of our dangerous 

goods terminal, and tank and silo cleaning services. 

Our siding provides direct access to one of the main north-south 

routes in Deutsche bahn‘s network. in combination with the large ser-

vice portfolio we offer in Hürth, we can optimise our customers‘ pro-

cesses while ensuring reliable deadlines and planning. The infrastruc-

ture we provide also offers third-party suppliers, such as specialised 

rail waggon workshops, new ways of offering their own services. 

 Connection to the Rhine Rail Corridor 
Germany‘s largest container handling terminal for combined road and rail transports is 

highly sought after: despite last year‘s capacity expansion, Köln-eifeltor freight terminal‘s 
capacities are fully utilised, and the demand for intermodal transport is  

constantly rising. 
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 Cologne-eifeltor 

BLUE SCOPETalKe

 Block train, train set or  
 single dispatch 

 workshop services  
 of all kind 

 Container terminal, storage and  
 value-added services 

 Tank and silo cleaning 
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monitoring and maintaining sewage pipes, 

containers and plants. They are also responsi-

ble for cleaning HGv interiors. However, these 

duties constitute just one aspect of this excit-

ing occupation. These technicians must also 

ensure compliance with various legal rules 

and regulations, and are experts in all kinds 

of cleaning and waste disposal processes. 

“Our Psi service technicians also advise other 

firms on selecting the right cleaning process-

es and materials,” adds the Hr professional.

in order to make young people aware of 

the broad spectrum of careers available to 

them, TalKe invites pupils from its various 

partner schools in the cologne area to attend 

the TalKe Junior academy (TJa) once a year. 

Following their successful completion of the 

application process, interested school pupils 

get to participate in a six-day programme 

during which they learn about the company 

and selected careers in the logistics industry.

under the scheme, those in charge always 

aim to emphasise action and variety. activi-

ties like the TalKe rally, where participants 

plan transport routes, take product samples 

and don protective clothing against the 

clock, often prove every bit as popular as 

the annual relay race at the local climbing 

centre. “We want to communicate the wide 

range of careers on offer – and our compa-

ny’s own requirements – in as practical a way 

as possible. This always goes down well with 

the programme’s young participants,” states 

inka rönnefarth with a smile.

at the same time, TalKe gets the op-

portunity to become better acquainted with 

the school pupils and their skills. The TJa 

concept always comes up trumps; yet again 

this year, the company was able to fill a 

number of its traineeship positions through 

the scheme.

TalKe’s trainees are fully integrated into 

the company from day one, and – based on 

their individual aptitudes and interests – will 

likely be employed by the company following 

the successful completion of their training. 

“Training staff according to our own needs 

is an important aspect of our Hr strate-

gy,” says Group Managing Director alfred 

Talke. “consequently, investing in the next 

generation of logistics experts is important 

for a variety of reasons. First, it enables us to 

be sure that our future colleagues have the 

necessary qualifications and sensitivity to the 

requirements involved in handling dangerous 

materials. second, we consider training to be 

a company obligation that we are more than 

happy to meet – especially given that chemi-

cal logistics is such a varied and exciting field 

of work with good growth prospects”.

iNvesTiNG iN THe FuTure –  
new TrAinees JOiN TalKe

At the beginning of August, 29 young people began their training with TALKe in Germany. 

They are being trained in one of seven skilled occupations at the hürth, stade, Ludwigshafen, 

schwarzheide and münchsmünster sites – as freight forwarding and logistics clerks, profes-

sional drivers, automotive mechatronics technicians, warehouse logistics specialists, pipe, 

sewer and industrial (psi) service technicians, as well as software development and system 

integration specialists.

“We offer our customers a complex range 

of transport and logistics services, as well as 

consultancy and project management. This is 

reflected in our traineeships, because we’ve 

designed them around our own business 

needs,” explains Hr specialist inka rönne-

farth. The company also uses its training 

scheme to respond to the evolving needs of 

its workforce; our traineeship for software 

developers was subsequently launched this 

year for the very first time.

“Many young people simply aren’t aware 

of the breadth of careers available to them 

at TalKe – nor do they know what prospects 

we can offer them for the future. On top of 

that, not every career seems attractive at first 

glance,” continues rönnefarth, describing 

the challenges in finding suitable applicants 

for the scheme. One example here would be 

Psi service technicians: young people who opt 

for this career are responsible for cleaning, 



“TalKe is a big family-owned company with  
a lot of  continuing education opportunities.  

i’m appreciated and get a lot of support here.  
i’ve also experienced otherwise. Trainers,  

master craftsmen and other workmates are 
very helpful and always friendly here.” 

pascal pfeifer,  
Trainee warehouse logistics specialist

“besides the usual curriculum for  
professional drivers, here at TalKe, you also 
get to know different countries and people.  

The company has a good reputation and offers 
a lot of advanced training options when you 

finish the course.” 
sunil Chand,  

Trainee professional driver

“i find organising and regulating the flow  
of goods exciting. at TalKe, i’m getting very 

broad and practical training in an international 
environment with many different areas i can 

work in afterwards.” 
Kai endruscheit,  

Trainee freight forwarding and logistics clerk

TalKe BLUE SCOPE

TrAininG wiTh TALKe – a careers OvervieW
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 freiGhT forwArDinG AnD LoGisTiCs CLerKs  

This classic logistics profession is, of course, provided for under TalKe’s traineeship scheme. 

Freight forwarding and logistics clerks organise the dispatch, receipt, storage and handling of a wide 

range of goods. The trainees are always integrated into the company structure from the very begin-

ning of their training, and pass through various transport divisions where they learn to select the 

most suitable routes and methods of transport for each consignment, as well as to supervise order 

handling. in the customer services division, they learn to deal with customer queries and work with 

their colleagues to iron out order-specific details. in the logistics division, TalKe’s various value-added 

and customer advisory services take centre stage – in matters of packaging and identifying the perfect 

warehousing facility, for example. among other things, freight forwarding and logistics clerks also 

schedule the drumming of solid and liquid products, and organise the dispatch of product samples.

  Duration of training: 2 to 3 years

 professionAL Drivers 

This profession has a long history in the logistics industry. Professional drivers not only carry 

goods and wares in due consideration of their economic and environmental impact – they are 

also experts in handling vehicles. They carry out pre-departure checks, are well versed in the 

use of different loading and unloading devices and techniques, and have mastered the use of 

state-of-the-art vehicle communications technology. Further aspects of this exciting profession 

include dealing with customers, problem solving and processing transport documents.

  Duration of training: 3 years

 wArehouse LoGisTiCs speCiALisTs 

This is yet another of the better-known careers in logistics. Trainees who opt for this profes-

sion manage the storage and dispatch of goods from both a logistic and a customer-oriented 

standpoint. in addition, they monitor and keep records of the products held in modern ware-

house management systems, take product samples, prepare consignments for transport and 

file all the relevant documentation. Finally, they also load and unload vehicles and transport 

units, ensuring compliance in each case with the relevant national and international transport 

regulations.

These operations are closely aligned with the needs of our customers. Warehousing spe-

cialists also work with colleagues from other divisions to create solutions for new processes. 

The increasing amount of commercial work undertaken by warehousing professionals makes 

training for this career a truly engaging experience for ambitious trainees.

  Duration of training: 3 years



“it was clear very early on that i wanted  
to work with vehicles. at TalKe,  

i’m being trained with state-of-the-art  
equipment in a global company with  
a good reputation and prospects.” 

Dominik hoppe,  
Trainee automotive mechatronics technician

“i‘m fascinated by  
developing complex and  

varied programs out of simple  
code lines. at TalKe there  
are many different areas  

and requirements that need  
suitable software  

applications.“ 
fabian fuchs,  

Trainee software developer

“Thanks to this training course,  
i’ve turned my hobby into a  
profession. When i did two  
internships in TalKe’s iT  

department, i saw that people  
here have a very high standard of 
work. That’s why i knew i’d also  

like to train here.” 
Tobias michalik,  

Trainee system integration specialist

“TalKe is a global company with good  
possibilities and development prospects.  
i‘ve been fully intergrated right from the 

start and i‘m learning a lot.“ 
rené Gillessen,  

Trainee pipe, sewer and industrial service technician
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 pipe, sewer AnD inDusTriAL (psi) serviCe TeChniCiAns 

Psi service technicians work in our cleaning plants to ensure that the tanks and silo vehicles 

used to transport our customers’ goods stay squeaky clean – both for us and not least for the 

sake of the environment. a prerequisite for this challenging career is a meticulous approach to 

work. in addition, Psi service technicians have to know the relevant legal frameworks inside out, 

and are responsible for ensuring compliance with all the relevant rules and regulations. They 

also use their expert knowledge to select the appropriate cleaning procedures to produce the 

optimum results, while also making efficient use of our environment and its resources.

 Duration of training: 3 years

 sofTwAre DeveLopmenT AnD sysTem  
 inTeGrATion speCiALisTs  

as a leading logistics service provider for the chemical and petro-

chemical industries, we couldn’t succeed without iT. We therefore have 

an in-house iT services team consisting of expert software develop-

ment and system integration specialists. They develop, operate and 

manage new information and application systems to meet defined 

business needs. among other things, they are responsible for the 

detection and elimination of software bugs, as well as for the continued 

development of the existing saP system environment.

When integrating new systems into our existing architecture, our iT 

specialists advise users and help them to select the right components 

for their work. They also train colleagues in the application of new 

software solutions, thus ensuring that they are ready and able to work 

with the very latest iT systems in use.

Duration of training: 2 to 3 years

 AuTomoTive meChATroniCs TeChniCiAns 

Our commercial vehicles are highly technical. We therefore employ automotive mechatron-

ics technicians to conduct inspections, diagnose faults and carry out maintenance and repair 

work on our modern fleet of vehicles and associated transport systems. Trainees learn how to 

diagnose faults and malfunctions and identify their cause, carry out vehicle checks and mainte-

nance, and ensure that our vehicles and systems are perfectly aligned.

These technicians dismantle and reassemble motor vehicles, their systems, parts and 

components, carry out repairs, and inspect vehicles in accordance with traffic regulations as 

well as TalKe’s own quality standards. They also plan and monitor workflows and evaluate the 

results. Finally, these experts advise customers on technical issues relating to vehicle fitting and 

retrofitting.

Duration of training: 3.5 years

TalKeBLUE SCOPE
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all the new construction. TalKe designed and constructs the logistics 

facilities for the lDPe4 plant, including a silo complex with 28 silos, 

a large building for packaging and warehousing, office building, and 

space for traffic and shunting. in addition, two bagging lines and two 

bulk loading devices will be installed, as well as a pneumatic conveying 

system downstream of the degassing silos. completion is planned for 

the second quarter of 2015.

“We expect the new line to streamline production and reduce both 

energy consumption and emissions, while allowing us through a broader 

and higher-quality product portfolio to reach new customers and mar-

kets. This investment strengthens slovnaft’s competitiveness in the long 

term and ultimately brings a lot of direct and indirect positives for all of 

slovakia,” said Oszkár világi, chairman of the board of Directors and 

ceO in slOvNaFT, a.s.

The new lDPe4 unit replaces seven older lines and will produce low 

density polyethylene. This is the basis for a wide range of products, such 

as plastic wrapping, toys, or materials used in construction. Once the 

new line starts operating, annual polyethylene production capacity will 

rise by 40,000 tonnes to reach 220,000 tonnes.

The polyethylene production facility is being built by plant construc-

tion firm Maire Tecnimont. The logistics infrastructure will be designed 

and built by TalKe. “This logistics facility is the first project that we will 

carry out in slovakia,” announced christoph Grunert, Director logistics 

europe at TalKe. “at a price of euro 22m, it is also one of our biggest 

european construction projects to date.”

The guests of honour were the slovak Prime Minister robert Fico and 

economy Minister Tomáš Malatinský. at the invitation of slovnaft, they 

came to attend the laying of the foundation stone for the new production 

facility for low density polyethylene (lDPe4). also present were Zsolt 

Hernádi, MOl Group chairman and ceO; Oszkar világi, chairman of the 

board of Directors and ceO of slovnaft; along with representatives of 

the Maire Tecnimont Group and the TalKe Group.

The new facility is part of slovnaft’s massive euro 300m investment 

programme. The company is investing more than euro 200m in the con-

struction of the new lDPe4 production line. another euro 100m is being 

spent on an ethylene unit as well as on the logistics infrastructure for 

FOuNDaTiON sTONe laiD 
FOr slOvNaFT

early in september, slovnaft Petrochemicals held a ceremony to lay the foundation stone for its 
new polyethylene production facility at its headquarters in bratislava, slovakia.

Gave the starting signal to initiate the construction work (from left to right.):  

zsolt hernádi, Chairman and CEO of the MOL Group; the Slovak Prime  

Minister Robert Fico; Oszkar Világi, Chairman of the Board of Directors and  

CEO of Slovnaft; the Slovak Economy Minister Tomáš Malatinský; Pierroberto  

Folgiero, CEO Maire Tecnimont; and Alfred Talke, TALKE Group Managing  

Director at the laying of the foundation stone in Bratislava in early September 
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TalKe transports and distributes packed products from every dan-

gerous goods category except aDr classes 1 and 7. a dense network of 

own offices and partners ensures that the whole of europe is covered 

and reaction times are short for sPOT business. This way, customers 

can react flexibly to market changes even when there is an unexpected 

rise in demand.

Whether the goods are packed in bags, drums, big bags 

or IBCs, or whether it’s just samples – as a Lead  

Logistics Provider (LLP), TALKE bundles large volumes 

of	products	and	combines	them	into	efficient	transport	

chains.	“We	offer	our	customers	full	truck	load,	 

less-than-truck-load and break bulk transport concepts,” 

Andreas Lueg describes the broad range of services for 

packaged products. Born in Dortmund and still a fan of 

the local football club BVB, Lueg joined TALKE on  

1st June 2012 as Operations Manager for the packed 

goods business.  

Full service FOr  
packed products
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The need for packed product transport concepts is constantly 

increasing, lueg observes. at the beginning of May, TalKe also began 

transporting hydrochemical products such as flocking agents for sew-

age plants. The demand for temperature-controlled transportation and 

concepts for the transport of production waste has also risen. “as an 

accepted waste management company, we develop disposal concepts 

in cooperation with operators of special waste dumps, even for toxic 

substances. Wherever possible, we recover recyclables, but if not, we 

take care of their disposal in accordance with the applicable standards 

and regulations.” 

all transport services can be combined with the value-added servic-

es offered by the logistics specialist. From warehousing to re-packag-

ing, from servicing re-usable containers to assuring product quality, 

TalKe offers a broad range of additional services. qualified advice 

and other logistics services, such as customs clearance, round off the 

portfolio.

europe-wide presence and iT systems for more transparency 

The specialised logistics expert handles packed goods for customers 

across europe and has optimised its network in 2013, lueg explains. 

“We have joined forces with strong partners in Germany and europe, so 

that we can keep developing our services. in combination with the in-

tegrated vehicles we operate in Germany, we can offer our customers 

transportation capacities across europe for everything from a single 

box to a full truck load, even at short notice.”

To make sure that the supply chain runs smoothly, transport opera-

tions are managed with a transport management system. all vehicles 

are equipped with a GPs/GPrs tracking system. also, TalKe runs iT 

systems that can be directly linked to customers’ systems, allowing for 

comprehensive data management. “Thanks to our modern iT systems, 

we can offer our customers complete transparency regarding the 

status of their shipment,” the operations manager points out. “even 

adapting to new requirements, such as the certification of entry, is no 

problem.” 

Over the coming months, lueg will develop the range of services for 

the packed goods division even further. “From the beginning of Octo-

ber, we will be able to carry out temperature-controlled consolidated 

transports of non-dangerous goods to Germany and neighbouring eu 

countries within 48 hours. We have developed this service in response 

to increasing demand from cosmetics manufacturers and other indus-

tries.”

“With the help of a dense network 
of sites and partners, we are offering 

europe-wide aDr transportation also for 
packed products.“

andreas lueg,  
Operations Manager Packed Goods
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directly influence the delivery time of their package, shipment tracking 

is not forthcoming in our sector. This represents a significant departure 

from standard procedure in other industries, in which logistics service 

providers work closely with manufacturers and exchange information 

in real time. The chemical industry is a different beast; flawed iT sys-

tems and inadequate system-to-system interfaces prevent the smooth 

exchange of information between companies.

There are also issues over which chemical companies and logistics 

service providers have little control – ranging from the increased con-

gestion of roads, bridges, ports and terminals, to waiting and process-

ing times when loading and unloading vehicles. On top of all this, the 

chronic shortage of qualified drivers is a problem that is worsening. all 

of these challenges, together with the growing number of regulatory 

requirements at both national and international level, have created 

pressures on chemical companies and logisticians alike.

success criteria for chemical companies and logisticians

in light of these challenges, the German logistics association (bvl) 

has defined the following critical success factors for chemical manu-

facturers and logisticians, published in a 2013 study entitled chemical 

logistics: its importance, structure and dynamics:

  cooperation between chemical companies and chemical  

 logisticians to optimise the entire logistics chain, with particular  

 emphasis on planning, scheduling and organisation, as well as  

 on standardising industry networks (chemical sites, clusters and  

 hubs)

  Definition of the scope of logistics strategies in accordance with  

 the chemical industry’s own business model

  examination of the five key perspectives (chemical companies,  

 the logistics chain, supply chain management, core processes  

 and specific requirements), the definition of levels of logistic  

 coverage and the subsequent selection of an appropriate  

 business model for logistics service providers, as well as the  

 specification of requirements by chemical manufacturers and  

 site managers.* 

These recommendations perfectly reflect our own experiences; if 

logistics companies were viewed less as cost factors and more as cre-

ators of added value, processes could be optimised and opportunities 

for growth could be better exploited. a prerequisite for this, however, is 

better cooperation between the shippers and the logistics companies – 

both horizontally and vertically.

One solution to the problem could be collaboration, i.e. very close 

cooperation between chemical companies and logistics service pro-

viders. in vertical collaboration, logistics service providers would be 

factored into the rest of the supply chain’s tactical and strategic plan-

ning. conversely, horizontal collaboration would see logistics service 

*  Krupp, T; suntrop, c.; Kille, c.; veres-Homm, u.; Heeg, l.: chemielogistik – bedeutung, 
strukturen, Dynamik, bremen 2013, herausgegeben von der bvl
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 b efore continuing, let us first take a look at the industry as it 

stands. in 2011, the chemical industry generated 144 billion 

euros in Germany alone. The chemical logistics sector 

also benefited from this success, generating 33.5 billion euros in the 

same year – equating to around 15% of the entire logistics market.* a 

peculiarity of the market is high transport volumes, with the number 

of carriers specialising in bulk commodities being especially high in 

comparison to other industries.

a further aspect in which the chemical industry differs from other 

industries is the high concentration of the chemical logistics market; 

there are only a few major customers and suppliers around. Frequently 

– in spite of, or perhaps even because of, the highly specialised nature 

of logistics services – market conditions are therefore predominantly 

influenced by the manufacturers.

Where invitations to tender are launched, the logistics industry fre-

quently limits these to transport and storage, sometimes supplement-

ed with services relating to the operation of logistics facilities. This 

means, however, that we are still not making use of every opportunity 

to improve our market position through logistics services.

Current challenges in the chemical industry

This is partly due to the fact that logistics service providers are still 

only rarely viewed as equal partners in the supply chain. This is illus-

trated by, among other things, the typically price-oriented negotiations 

with which many of us are familiar. Naturally, supply and demand also 

influence the cost of chemical logistics, and likewise have a knock-

on effect on the margins a logistics service provider can – or, indeed 

must – achieve in order to fully meet its customers’ demands. Those 

companies which fail to return a profit are neither able to invest in 

staff, nor in their vehicle fleet, nor in knowledge and innovation. in this 

respect, chemical logistics resembles other industries. However, a lack 

of up-to-date knowledge, defective equipment and error-prone vehicles 

can have a longer-lasting negative impact on our industry than in other 

sectors. Furthermore, this causes the chemical industry to create its 

own capacity bottlenecks, which can ultimately endanger guaranteed 

supply.

On top of this, logisticians are faced with an ever-present lack of 

planning certainty; only very few chemical companies give their logis-

tics service providers a prognosis of when to expect what transport 

volumes. at the same time, these companies want to be treated as 

number-one customers – and therefore want to receive guarantees 

that the lorries and drivers they need will be standing by at all hours, 

ready to depart at a moment’s notice. Naturally, they invariably still 

want the best possible service at the lowest possible price.

a further challenge for many industries is managing information 

flow. When is what product or raw material available? is any disruption 

expected along the supply chain? if so, how can we react promptly in 

order not to endanger the entire network? However, while nearly every 

consumer these days can see the status of his or her online order via 

Track & Trace, and while nearly every consumer can – to some extent – 
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cooperation in order to optimise the whole supply 

chain between chemicals manufacturers and experts 

for chemicals logistics is one of the most critical 

success factors for producers and logistics specialists 

in this industry. This is one of the findings of the 2013 

“chemicals logistics” study, published by the German 

Federal logistics association (bvl). The authors agree 

that cooperation in the fields of order management and 

planning and the design and build-up of standardised 

networks play a particularly important role. Further-

more, the experts identified defining a logistics strategy 

at a suitable level, harmonising the degree of fulfilment 

of the requirements between producers and service 

providers, and logistics partners with special skills in 

the chemicals business as critical success factors.

in an international comparison, producers regarded 

chemical logistics service providers in Germany as 

having a competitive edge. if the interfaces between 

logistics partners, company divisions and the individual 

steps of production are optimised even further, German 

logistics experts will continue to be able to position 

themselves ahead of the competition in future, too. 

standardised and automated processes, forward-look-

ing strategic supply chain planning and closer coop-

eration are other areas which harbour potential. The 

study also included a road map with possible solutions 

that all the involved groups can use for their strategic 

planning. 

The study was prepared by the chemicals logistics 

competence Group, consisting of cMc2 GmbH, 

the institute for applied logistics in Würzburg, the 

european university of applied sciences in brühl and 

the Nuremberg-based supply chain services working 

group (scs) of the Fraunhofer institute for integrated 

circuits (iis). The authors describe the market, prevail-

ing processes and business models, special challenges 

and potential for improvement and look at trends in the 

chemicals logistics sector in the study’s six chapters. 

The study presents benchmark figures, challenges, 

solution statements and trends in a practically minded 

and scientifically sound way. 

“Chemielogistik”, Dvv media, in the series: BvL- 

studien, isBn: 978-3-87154-483-5, price: 89.00 euro, 

special price for BvL members: 71.20 euro

NeW cHeMicals  
lOGisTics sTuDY
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providers – and, indeed, the industry as a whole – learn to cooperate 

amongst themselves. logisticians could share the use of facilities and 

local infrastructure, for instance.

in this case, collaboration could lead to lower medium- to long-term 

costs as a result of enhanced productivity. some action points which 

have already been partially implemented include avoiding peaks and 

bottlenecks thanks to better order management and advance notifica-

tion of transport needs. Meanwhile, optimised time slots can help ease 

problems when unloading vehicles.

The integration of logistics service providers into the supply chain 

could make room for further progress. The collaborative design of sup-

ply chain concepts, the outsourcing of transport management to spe-

cialist logisticians and better supply chain management integration are 

just some of the measures which could be implemented to overcome 

the industry’s key challenges. Joint ventures could also be launched to 

promote the continued optimisation of processes and interfaces.

all of this requires that chemical manufacturers and logistics service 

providers move away from their current client-contractor relationships 

and instead work towards forming collaborative partnerships in which 

each collaborator brings its unique expertise to the table. Those who 

make use of this opportunity will also be able to draw on the collective 

knowledge and expertise of logistics service providers. in TalKe’s 

case, this expertise includes consultancy on supply chain planning and 

the construction and/or modernisation of (existing) logistics plants. in 

working with us, our customers benefit from decades of experience, a 

keen insight into the global market and a comprehensive understand-

ing of regulatory frameworks. all of this is knowledge that we would 

gladly share with our customers to help them to strengthen their 

market positions.



simpLifieD  
CusToms proCeDures

it has been around a year now since 

TALKe’s moerdijk site in the netherlands 

obtained Authorised economic operator 

(Aeo) status. 

The title sounds cumbersome, but brings 

with it a number of advantages in terms of 

customs handling and clearance. indeed, the 

aeO certificate represents official recog-

nition from the Dutch customs authorities 

that TalKe demonstrates secure and 

customs-compliant working practices in 

all its national and international transport 

operations in the Netherlands. This has 

significant implications for customs handling 

and clearance; our customers’ consignments 

are now subject to preferential treatment. in 

real terms, this means that consignments 

entrusted to TalKe only rarely have to be 

submitted for customs checks. accompa-

nying documents will also be inspected 

less often. if, following a risk analysis, the 

authorities deem a customs check to be nec-

essary, this will also be prioritised over other 

company’s consignments, thus reducing 

waiting and transport times.

Our aeO status is recognised in all eu 

countries, switzerland, Norway, Japan and 

the united states of america. The 

eu is currently negotiating with 

other countries such as china 

for the global recognition of 

aeO status.

“We are delighted to be able 

to offer our customers simpler 

and faster customs processes,” 

says Group Managing Director 

alfred Talke. “in addition, the 

aeO certificate has become a 

mark of quality in the industry 

which carries with it the prom-

ise of competitive advantage. 

Our aeO status is confirmation 

of the traditionally high standards we set 

ourselves in the safety, security and quality 

of the service we provide to our customers.”

The aeO standard was introduced in 2008 

as part of a comprehensive modernisation 

of customs procedures within the european 

union. The eligibility criteria for aeO status 

include consistent historical compliance with 

customs regulations, a satisfactory book-

keeping system, proven financial solvency 

and the observance of adequate safety 

standards. among other things, these cover 

the regulation of access to the company’s 

premises, the import and export of goods, 

warehousing facilities, loading bays and the 

dispatch of goods.

The aim of the certification is to secure 

an integrated global supply chain from the 

manufacturer of goods through to the end 

consumer. anti-terror measures have a 

crucial role to play in all of this – and also 

feature heavily in the TalKe Group’s own se-

curity concepts. “Those who – like us – deal 

to some extent in the storage and trans-

port of hazardous chemicals must be able 

to guarantee that they cannot fall into the 

wrong hands,” emphasises alfred Talke. “if 

aeO status were implemented international-

ly, and if all parties were to hold themselves 

to the same standards, this would provide for 

greater security and smoother operations 

between partners in the supply chain.”

NeW cHeMicals  
lOGisTics sTuDY

“THOse WHO – liKe us – 
Deal TO sOMe eXTeNT iN THe 

sTOraGe aND TraNsPOrT 
OF HaZarDOus cHeMicals 

MusT be able TO GuaraNTee 
THaT THeY caNNOT Fall iNTO 

THe WrONG HaNDs.” 

alFreD TalKe
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new BroChure

safely prepared

TrAininG

Back to school for safety officers

residents living close to our sites are 

well aware of the TALKe vehicles. But 

often it is not clear what they are carrying, 

whether these chemicals are potentially 

dangerous, what the dangers actually are, 

and which measures we take to minimise 

the risks that arise from the substances 

entrusted to us. 

The new edition of our “vorsorglich 

sicher” (“safely prepared”) brochure is ad-

dressed to neighbours, visitors and employ-

ees of the TalKe Group and gives answers 

to these safety related questions. On sixteen 

pages, it informs readers about the provi-

sions of the Federal immission control act 

concerning the substances we handle and 

the safety measures we have in place. 

local residents receive a copy automat-

ically. We are happy to provide you with a 

copy if you are interested. Please send an 

email request to Nicole.binzenbach@talke.

com

for about 20 of TALKe Group’s safety 

officers, everything revolved around safety 

during a two-day course. 

The employees from Germany and the 

Netherlands learned about topics ranging 

from the tasks of a safety officer to how to 

behave in the event of fire. TalKe’s own safe-

ty programme, sias - safety in all situations, 

was also on the curriculum, as well as the 

question how the participants could get more 

actively involved in their respective fields of 

work. 

The course was held in cooperation with 

the “berufsgenossenschaft verkehr”, the 

transport sector’s trade association, and 

adapted to suit TalKe’s specific require-

ments. 

Two days 

of safety: 

learning about 

the theory and 

practice.
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Vorsorglich sicher

Wie Sie sich und andere bei 
Chemie-Störfällen schützen können
Informationsschrift nach § 11 der zwölften Verordnung 
zur Durchführung des Bundes-Immissionsschutzgesetzes
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ALFRED TALKE GmbH & Co. KG
50354 Hürth

Bürgertelefon: 0 22 33/599 - 241 
Fax:  0 22 33/599 - 263
Web: www.talke.com 
E-Mail:  info@talke.com

Broschüre bitte stets griffbereit aufbewahren!
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TrAininG

Back to school for safety officers

shAnGhAi

sAp in China

A hot meal after a long day at school and 

help with their homework – that is what the 

lunch project at the “Juze” youth centre 

in hürth offers to pupils of the Dr Kürten 

school in hürth every monday to Thursday. 

Twenty-two youngsters have taken up the 

offer and come to the youth centre regularly. 

The “liGHT - live in greater hope for tomor-

row” foundation has supported the project, 

which was initiated by Kinderschutzbund 

Hürth, the local child welfare organisation, 

since 2011. Meals are prepared locally 

with fresh produce. Food is financed by the 

foundation. 

since April 2012, we have extended our 

use of the sAp system at our shanghai lo-

cation in the wai Gao Qiao free trade zone. 

Two iT specialists from the Hürth office, 

ullrich Platt and Waldemar scheuermann, 

spent two weeks on site training the cus-

tomer service team members. afterwards, 

they assisted two of our local customers with 

changes to their systems and supported the 

iT team in Hürth with the improvement of the 

data connection to europe. in addition, they 

cooperated with colleagues from the Master 

Data Management team to create new 

locations, customers, products and forms in 

the saP system or make changes to existing 

ones and test them. 

Committed support: volunteer “kitchen fairies” Karin Kempff (left), Dr Liselotte Troll (second from left) 

and Sigrid Nelson (right), members of Kinderschutzbund, and Birgit Voigts (second from right) from  

Dr Kürten School. 
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